Abstract. Random metallic films have very specific optical properties due to disorder. Strong localization of electromagnetic fields can be observed due to plasmons. This localization strongly depends on excitation conditions, and different optical regimes can exist. To characterize these regimes, we investigated the spatial intensity correlation functions using near-field scanning optical microscopy for different excitation wavelengths and different incident polarization states. The transition between a weak scattering regime where no plasmon resonances are excited and a regime where strong plasmon resonances occur has clearly been observed. In the strong plasmonic regime, by varying the incident polarization direction, the shape of the correlation function has been correlated to the intensity enhancement which raises the possibility to control the intensity localization using the incident polarization state. © The Authors. Published by SPIE under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License. Distribution or reproduction of this work in whole or in part requires full attribution of the original publication, including its DOI.
Introduction
Optical properties of metallic nanostructures have attracted great interest these last years.
1,2 For example, the energy localization that appears when surface plasmons are excited leads to a large number of applications in various fields, such as quantum information, 3 photovoltaic, 4 or optoelectronic devices. 5 Isolated metallic nanoparticules display localized plasmons with a narrow plasmon resonance frequency. More complex metallic nanostructures can support other lightmetal interactions such as propagating plasmons or multiple-scattering of both evanescent and propagating waves. 6, 7 When these nanostructures are coupled to light emitters 8, 9 or photovoltaic components, 10 the kind of interaction is crucial for understanding and controlling the structure properties.
Among these complex nanostructures, the disordered metallic surfaces have been identified for strongly modifying emission properties of single emitters. 11, 12 The disorder is responsible for the broad spectrum of plasmon resonances and for the strong localization of light. [13] [14] [15] To understand the transition between different regimes (plasmon resonances, scattering regime), we have studied the autocorrelation function (ACF) of near-field intensities for different incident light wavelengths and polarizations. In the pure scattering regime, we have already shown experimentally and theoretically that the ACF presents a very particular behavior. This behavior has been associated to the polarization-dependant coupling of evanescent waves and with the specific topography of the disordered nanostructure. 16, 17 In this article, the evolution of the ACF from pure scattering to strong plasmon resonance regime is analyzed. In the case of strong plasmon resonance regime, the influence of the incident polarization is investigated.
Samples Characterization
The disordered nanostructures under study are gold films elaborated by thermal evaporation. The gold concentration is adjusted just below the percolation threshold. 13 The morphology of the films is presented on the atomic force microscope image in Fig. 1(a) . At the vicinity of this specific concentration, the film is semi-continuous and the gold clusters exhibit a wide range of sizes and shapes. Due to plasmon resonances on a broad range of frequencies, the absorption of the film is large (>30%). In Fig. 1(b) , different regimes can be identified on the absorption curve. The absorption minimum is around 500 nm. It corresponds to a regime where no plasmons are excited on the film and corresponds to a pure scattering regime. For higher wavelengths, plasmon resonances are excited and the absorption increases. 530 nm is the plasmon resonance of an isolated gold cluster and higher wavelengths correspond to plasmon resonances of larger clusters. The absorption reaches a maximum value around 650 nm and from this value, the absorption looks like a "plateau." Between 500 and 650 nm, there is a transition between the pure scattering regime and the plasmonic regime.
In order to characterize this transition, experiments have been performed with an aperture scanning near-field optical microscope (SNOM), (Veeco, Bruker, Aurora 2, Madison). The sample is illuminated through a microscope objective by an Ar/Kr laser linearly polarized. The nearfield intensity is collected through an Al-coated optical fiber. The incident polarization is controlled with a quarter wave plate and a polarizer. The sample-optical fiber distance is regulated by a shear forces feedback. The mapping of the near field intensity for different incident parameters (wavelength, polarization) on the same area of the sample can be performed. The set-up and typical SNOM images obtained with the apparatus have been described elsewhere. 13 
× μm
2 optical images with 300 × 300 data points (resolution of 16 and 7 nm) are obtained and used for the analysis. Typical near-field optical images used for the ACF calculation can be seen in Ref. 13 . The ACF of the intensities is defined as 16 CðΔx; ΔyÞ ¼ hδIðx; yÞδIðx þ Δx; y þ ΔyÞi (1) with δIðx; yÞ ¼ ½Iðx; yÞ − hIðx; yÞi∕hIðx; yÞi. Each point of the ACF is calculated with the whole data points of the optical image. Each point corresponds to the same number of averages. The scale of the ACF is then smaller than the scale of the initial optical images. The distance between pixels is smaller than the half of the optical resolution. An accurate determination of the correlation radius is then possible. The ACF is not related to the particle size. The ACF of the topography can be seen in Ref. 16 . 
Transition from Pure Scattering Regime to Strong Plasmon Resonance Regime
To investigate the transition between a pure scattering regime and a strong plasmonic regime, three wavelengths are used, λ ¼ 514 nm for the pure scattering regime, λ ¼ 647 nm for the strong plasmonic regime, and λ ¼ 568 nm for the transition regime. For these three wavelengths, the optical images used to calculate the intensity ACF have been obtained on the same area of the random surface and the linear polarization has been kept constant. These ACF are shown in Fig. 2 , and the ACF along the x and y axis (corresponding to the polarization direction) are represented in Fig. 2(b) , 2(d) and 2(f). All values are normalized by Cð0; 0Þ. For the pure scattering regime (λ ¼ 514 nm), the ACF has been experimentally and theoretically studied previously. 13 It always shows up an anisotropy in the direction of the incident polarization and oscillations perpendicular to this direction. The anisotropy has been attributed to a stronger coupling of evanescent waves in the direction of the incident polarization than in the orthogonal direction. The oscillations are due to the topography of the random film.
In the strong plasmonic regime (λ ¼ 647 nm), the anisotropy of the ACF has nearly completely disappeared and the ACF becomes isotropic. In the intermediate regime (λ ¼ 568 nm), the ACF is still anisotropic. The values of the anisotropic ratio κ defined in Ref. 15 
. This evolution is also a signature of the transition from the scattering to the plasmonic regime. The anisotropy can be due to near-field scattering that is dominant in the pure scattering regime. The plasmonic regime, at λ ¼ 647 nm, is dominated by light localization leading to a more isotropic ACF (however, we will see in the next section that an anisotropy may appear in this regime, depending on the incident polarization). At λ ¼ 568 nm, light scattering and light localization coexist. The ACF is larger than in the pure scattering regime and is still anisotropic. This can be explained by the coexistence of both regimes at this wavelength.
Moreover, the mean radius of the ACF in any direction increases with the wavelength. To investigate this point, an average correlation function is defined. This function is
where an average of the ACF is made at a distance ΔR. The results obtained for the different wavelengths are presented in Fig. 3 . The correlation function is normalized by Cð0Þ. In this figure, a fourth wavelength (λ ¼ 720 nm) has been added. This experiment was not performed on the same area than the other wavelengths because another laser had to be used. However, this wavelength illustrates the general tendency for the mean radius to increase with the wavelength. The function CðΔRÞ is larger as the wavelength is higher. A mean correlation radius R C can be defined as the radius of the half width at full maximum. The values of this radius are R C ¼ 47 nm for λ ¼ 514 nm, 78 nm for λ ¼ 568 nm, 95 nm for λ ¼ 647 nm, and 129 nm for λ ¼ 720 nm.
It has been shown that in the plasmonic regime, the energy is localized in hot spots situated in between clusters. 13 As the wavelength increases, the energy is more and more localized. The number of hot spots decreases but their energy is higher. The localization of light is stronger when the wavelength increases. This induces a change in the shape of the ACF that becomes wider for higher wavelengths. These results show that the shape and the width of the ACF exhibit characteristics of the different regimes of light-gold surface interactions.
Polarization Dependence in the Plasmon Regime
In this section, the influence of the incident polarization is studied. A strong dependence on the incident polarization has already been observed in the scattering regime. 16 In this case, the ACF is always anisotropic with the longest axis parallel to the polarization direction. In the plasmonic regime, the energy is localized and the dependence of the hot spots position on the incident polarization has been pointed out in different studies. It has been theoretically 18 predicted and experimentally observed 19, 20 that the position of some hot spots changes when the incident polarization is modified. However some of them seem to remain at the same position. This question is of fundamental interest as the polarization could be a good way to address some specific areas of energy.
The ACF has been studied in the strong plasmon regime, at λ ¼ 647 nm, for different incident polarizations. In the same way as in Sec. 3, SNOM images have been obtained on the same area with different incident polarizations. ACF has been deduced from these SNOM images. Eight linear polarizations have been used (5 × 5 μm 2 optical images with a resolution of 25 nm), ACF for 0, 45, and 90 deg are presented in Fig. 4 .
In Fig. 4 , several behaviors are clearly visible. The ACF can be isotropic or not, depending on the incident polarization. The anisotropic case (45 deg) appears to be related to the incident polarization. For a better understanding of this anisotropy, the spatial variance of the intensity distribution has been calculated for each polarization. This function is related to the local field enhancements. In Fig. 5 , the anisotropy factor and the variance for the eight polarizations are plotted.
An anti-correlation between the variance and the anisotropy is observed. The variance is maximum when the anisotropy is minimum and the variance is minimum when the anisotropy is maximum. The behavior of these two parameters is clearly linked. The variance is maximum when the field enhancement is maximum, which means that the localization of light is maximum. In this case, the ACF becomes isotropic because the localization of the energy is stronger. When the variance decreases, the ACF becomes anisotropic. In these cases, the energy is less localized and scattering or delocalized plasmon modes may be at the origin of the anisotropy of the ACF. 21, 22 A direct relationship between the correlation maps and the direction of the incident field polarization is not obvious. In an assembly of nanoparticles, the field enhancement depends on the orientation of the polarization versus the junction between particles. 23, 24 It is possible to link the field enhancement to the incident polarization. The situation is more complex for random films where hot spots are randomly generated on the film. From an experimental point of view, hot spots are due to the local environment that can be isotropic or not. Therefore, the angle of the field polarization cannot be related to the local metallic shapes. It is difficult to predict how different areas of the film will be affected by the polarization. A last way to illustrate the influence of the incident polarization consists in the autocorrelation of SNOM images obtained for the different incident polarizations. The correlation between points of two images with a polarization angle difference Δθ is performed. Therefore, the polarization correlation CðΔθÞ is defined as CðΔθÞ ¼ hIðr; θÞIðr; θ þ ΔθÞi∕½hIðr; θÞihIðr; θ þ ΔθÞi: As expected, a periodicity of 180 deg for the correlation in polarization is observed with maxima for 0 and 180 deg and minima for 90 and 270 deg. The maximum deviations are obtained for optical maps with crossed polarization (Δθ ¼ 90 deg). The relative variation between the maximum and the minimum is a quantitative tool to point out the differences between optical images obtained for different polarizations. The contrast between the maximum and the minimum is around 15%. This value indicates that qualitatively 15% of the images change with the polarization.
Conclusion
Random metallic films are complex structures that can support many different regimes of light matter interactions. The statistical analysis of near-field intensities in terms of intensity correlation functions can highlight various behaviors. On the other hand, regimes where light scattering is dominant are characterized by anisotropic and smaller ACF. In regimes where plasmons are excited, wider and more isotropic ACF are observed. This is due to the localization of the energy on small areas. A dependence on the incident polarization is observed on the ACF. This can hardly be linked to the structure. The use of a polarization correlation function CðΔθÞ is a way to address a part of this problem. In the case of random structures, it shows that 15% of the near-field intensity depends on the incident polarization in the visible range.
